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I have spent a few semesters in online teaching, and I love it. To make sure none of my students have 
time or access conflicts, I prefer to incorporate asynchronous teaching into my courses instead of relying 
too much on Microsoft Teams or Zoom. I recommend my students to set aside at least three hours per 
week for "class" timeand ask them to spend this time working on the class modules and completing 
problems. I also encourage my students to use discussion boards to ask questions about the course, the 
material, and to just chat with their peers. This semester I have used LinkedIn Learning (it's free for JSU 
people and students can include their certificates in their LinkedIn profiles) in my courses to help review 
materials that I covered throughout the semester. 
After we went to the online mode, I used multiple channels including canvas announcements/emails for 
reaching out to students and reminding them about weekly lecture plans, projects, quizzes, and exams. I 
also collected feedback from students multiple times and adjusted all courses accordingly. I tried my 
best to accommodate every request I received from my students and helped them successful in this 
semester. Although I have used some video recording tools in the past, I feel like it will help me and my 
colleagues more if you could arrange some hands-on training sessions on how to use available online 
teaching tools. From my personal experience, I can say that students like good looking canvas shells. I 
would like to get a month-long training on creating attractive/interactive Canvas courses from our 
instructional designers. 
